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Building 
Personal Wealth 
Through Home 

Ownership

About Ed

Ed Parcaut is an accomplished professional in 
the mortgage industry with nearly 30 years of 
experience

He has advanced degrees in marketing and 
international business

He is a military veteran, providing him a 
unique perspective and understanding of 
various client backgrounds

He is an advocate for financial literacy and 
real estate education

He is the founder and CEO of a reputable 
mortgage firm

He host a talk radio show, podcasts and 
author of a book, Financial Freedom: Building 
Personal Wealth through Homeownership

He created Aces53, a comprehensive sales 
training program He is an excellent speaker, able to share his 

wealth of real-world knowledge and practical 
experience

He is able to effectively cater to client's unique 
requirements and provide valuable insights 
and strategies for achieving success in the 
mortgage industry, achieving financial 
freedom through homeownership, and 
achieving success in sales

He is a great communicator and will leave 
your audience with actionable advice and 
inspiration to reach their goals.



Veterans' perspective on client needs and 

aspirations

Leveraging unique qualities to differentiate oneself 

from the competition

Sales training and techniques

Real estate education and financial literacy

The mortgage industry and the home buying process

Strategies for achieving financial freedom

Building personal wealth through homeownership

Speaker Topics

Featured in a documentary produced by Revealed Films, Hacking Real Estate

Hosts two podcasts, Inner Edison, and Helping the Brave

Hosts a Talk Radio Show, Real Estate Jerky, on iHeartRadio

Media Experience

Ed Parcaut is a dynamic and knowledgeable speaker with a wealth of 

experience and expertise. His unique background and perspective make him 

a valuable asset to any event or conference. Book him to bring valuable 

insights, advice and inspiration to your audience.
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